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Enterprises need Mobile Device Management (MDM), Mobile Application Management (MAM) and other mobility models to protect mobile 
data and users. Instead of building dozens of versions of an app just to support different Enterprise Mobility vendors, Appdome offers app 
publishers an one-of-a-kind program to enable enterprise customers to create and maintain the in app mobility services of choice themselves. 

TOTALMobility™ 
for APP PUBLISHERS

Quickly Enable Enterprise Customers
To Complete Mobility Customizations Of Your App 

Qualifications and Conditions
• External enterprise app maker or B2E-ISVs
• Industry leading Android and iOS apps
• Each supported platform (iOS and Android),     
   counted separately
• Technical and/or product contact at 
   App Publisher required
• Signed or unsigned .ipa or .apk is perfectly 
   suitable on Appdome. 
• On-Time current release to App 
   Library required.
• Tier 3 Support and/or test environment 
   from ISV for each app required
• Joint marketing (case study and press release)
• Cross links and logo use (mutual)
• Annual fee per app:

  $285,000 per year 

TOTALMOBILITY™ FOR APP PUBLISHERS
Enable Trusted Integrations of Enterprise Mobility by Customers 

Single Release Point for EMM-MAM
• Private App Listing on Appdome App Library
• Gated Promo-Code Access (optional)
• Publish API for easy upload and listing
• CI/CD integration (optional)
• No Public Access
• 10 App updates per year
 
Multi-Vendor EMM-MAM Customizations
• Vendor Choice - All No-Code EMM-MAM Implementations*
• Unlimited EMM-MAM SDK Updates
• Appdome Mobility Suite
• Appdome Boost-EMM™
• Fused App Support: Tier 1 and 2 by Appdome
• Testing: QA and SDK validation by Appdome
• 1 App-Specific “How To” Knowledge Base article

Built By the Customer 
• 100% Funded End-User Licenses
• 10 Customers per App
• Built by Enterprise EMM-MAM License
• 2 Ideal Admin Accounts on Appdome
• 10 App Updates per year
• Context™ - App customization
• Enterprise App Signing
• Private App Store Distribution
• Fusion Insights™ – Appdome Platform Logs
• Excludes BlackBerry UEM



ABOUT APPDOME
Appdome is the industry’s first codeless mobile integration service, providing developers and others an easy 
to use cloud based workflow to complete mobile integration projects. To use Appdome, no source code, 
coding, or development expertise is required. Likewise, no modifications to an app or an SDK are required for 
Appdome’s technology to complete the full integration of services that are selected by users of the Appdome 
platform. The solution is currently used by the world’s leading financial, healthcare and e-commerce 
companies to support productivity, compliance, and security for consumers and employees. Appdome was 
rated a Cool Vendor in Mobile Security by Gartner in 2015. For more information, visit  www.appdome.com.
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APPDOME FOR APP PUBLISHERS enables enterprise app publishers and ISVs to get out of the SDK game. Free developers 
to focus on the good stuff - building feature-rich, great apps that customers want. On Appdome, enterprise app publishers and ISVs 
make their apps available for Fusion, empowering customers (not the app publisher or ISV) to integrate SDKs to the app, whenever they 
want. The App Publishers Service is an extension to the Appdome platform, designed specifically so that enterprise customers can 
integrate commercial apps with their SDK of choice.

Appdome understands the challenges faced by enterprise app publishers and ISVs - the struggles between developing customer features 
or integrating SDKs to satisfy customer requirements. SDKs are only becoming more complicated and difficult to integrate. Participating 
in Appdome for App Publishers will eliminate your SDK implementation efforts for customers and promote your app(s) via the Appdome 
App Catalog. It will allow your customers to integrate their chosen SDK at their own time, speeding POCs, implementation and mobility 
projects.

No ISV or app publisher can manually build and manage hundreds of discrete EMM and MAM implementations for enterprise customers. 
The sheer diversity of mobile apps, networks, EMM and/or MAM configurations make the challenge of creating custom apps for 
EMM-MAM impossible. Appdome’s TOTALMobility for App Publishers puts the enterprise customer in the driver’s seat, empowering 
them with choice and control to create and deliver compliant apps consistently to their users. The true benefit of TOTALMobility for App 
Publishers is the freedom for app makers to invest in the business logic and user experience of their apps, not 3rd party SDKs.

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

Why choose TOTALMobility for App Publishers?
To enable enterprise customers to build custom EMM and MAM implementations themselves. The number and complexity of EMM 
SDKs needed to support enterprise customers continues to grow. Manually building and maintaining SDK implementations for each OS 
update, SDK release, and App release is a vicious cycle that eats up resources and drags down the productivity of app development 
teams. With Appdome’s TOTALMobility for App Publishers, developers can simply build their app and empower customers to do the rest. 

What are the key benefits of TOTALMobility for App Publishers?
• 100% funded end-user and customer licenses 
• Infinite mobility customizations built by the Enterprise Customer
• Full end-to-end testing by Appdome, including Fusion and SDK functional testing.
• Tier 1 and Tier 2 support for Fused Apps.
• Vendor Choice – all EMMs and MAM on Appdome (excluding BlackBerry).
• App customization, including advanced event handling, branding, etc.
• Better visibility (dashboards), app certification, and unlimited upgrades.   

What other options does Appdome have for App Publishers?
Appdome offers an App Publisher-Customer program that allows App Publishers instant access to Appdome’s innovative Appdome-DEV 
service. Using Appdome-DEV, App publishers use Appdome as a development platform to create EMM-MAM customizations on behalf 
of Enterprise Customers and publish resulting customizations via public or private app stores, including enterprise specific instances of 
private app stores. The App Publisher-Customer program is the right choice for any App Publisher that wants to control and/or 
commercialize the EMM-MAM customizations on behalf of customers.    


